The public’s understanding of a real estate cadastral status and the surveyor’s measurements probative role
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Cadastral updating data should be everywhere computerized and transmitted by internet and therefore they have to be correctly codified
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Therefore it is not possible that a common citizen, without any specific technical knowledge, might be able to read and understand the documents registered on the Cadastral Registry.
OLD MEASUREMENTS PRODUCED UNENCRIPTED

THESE NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THE COMPUTERISED PROCEDURS GENERATE THE ABANDON OF PAPER RECORDING, WRITTEN MEASUREMENTS, DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS, COLOURS AND WHAT, IN THE PAST, WAS USEFUL FOR AN EASY AND CORRECT INTERPRETATION OF BOTH TECHNICAL AND LEGAL CONTENTS
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Unencrypted representations, as support of a modern Cadastre, represent the way to create (thanks to Surveyours) a new and regular archive of the probative age.
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